July 2021
Back From The Pandemic
The title bar at the top was created by David Klooz and used in the last issue of our newsletter before the
pandemic, back in September 2019. It includes the message “142 Years Strong”. Now it would be 144, but do
we get to count the year 2020, the year when so many things didn’t happen, including the opening of our club?
I expect that we will be referring to “Before Covid” and (hopefully) “After Covid” even though the way we live
and do things will most likely never be the same. But at least we are getting back to being with good friends and
enjoying our sport. Hopefully the restrictions will continue to ease and we will be able to return to some of our
indoor social activities.

The editor of The Local was
offered the choice of either of
these two photos. She chose to
use the one on the left.
Could it have have been the hair?

On June 18 we opened for registration. Unfortunately it was a drab day with light rain in the early part of the
afternoon. About 3 PM it cleared enough that four brave bowlers went out and played the first game on the
Green since October 2019. Above we have David Klooz, Mary McHoull, Wayne Jones, and Elly Warren.

Membership
We now have 57 Full Members, 2 Life Members, and 2 Social Members. Our new members are Nadia
Roudenko, Ken and Kim Helowka, Anne Milliken, and Jeannie Thomas. Please welcome them to the club and
try to remember what it was like when you first started to lawn bowl. Offer assistance but don’t overwhelm
them with advice.
Remember that the best way for us to find new members is for existing members to invite their friends.
Judi Allen has sent out a list of Contacts which will soon be updated. If you wish to arrange a game with other
members at times other than our scheduled jitneys you can gain access to the Green and equipment shed by
means of the key in the lockbox. Just remember that the Mori Room will not be available.
The OLBA is not printing stickers for 2021. If you wish to play in a tournament and need proof of OLBA
membership ask Judi for a receipt.

Executive Meeting July 16th
We agreed to increase the lane width to 5 m. This allows play on adjacent lanes thereby increasing our capacity
to a maximum of 42 bowlers. Judi Allen and Angela Lynch volunteered to move the lane markers as required.
We agreed to a schedule with evening bowling on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday plus Saturday afternoon.
There was some discussion about bowling in the morning but evenings have produced a better turnout. During
the week of July 19 to 21 there were 32 bowlers in the evenings as compared to 26 in the mornings.
In September we will switch to afternoons on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The date of the AGM was set
for Saturday October 16. The schedule was sent in to the Community Centre Administrator, thus booking the
Mori Room for the times scheduled and 2/3 of the Auditorium for the AGM. Accessing the Mori Room requires
contact tracing under the present Covid protocols and we are doing this by asking bowlers to sign in when they
come out to bowl in a jitney.
Now that we are returning to our more normal system of jitneys we will need volunteers to do the draw.
We are proceeding with the formal renewal of the agreement with the Town. This agreement includes the
cleaning of the carpet and our exclusive use of the Mori Room at times when we have a scheduled activity.
All members of the Executive had a clear background check. The Treasurer issued cheques to cover the cost of
these background checks and will be recovering some of these costs from the OLBA.
A memorial plate for Cheryll Phillips was purchased in March 2020. Additional memorial plates will be
purchased for members we have lost since then : Ivan Eaton, Derek Shervill, Pauline Shervill, Alfie Lyons,
Flora Morrison, and David Cooper.

Volunteers Needed
Sometimes a line from a song will get lodged in your memory and stay with you. One that I remember from
many, many years ago is : “For the lesson lies in learning and in teaching I will be taught.” Perhaps it is because
I spent 31 years with the Toronto School Board and grew to realize that the best teachers are those who, rather
than being mere sources of knowledge, are guides leading their students onto a path of being life-long learners.
I think that you could adapt that message to : “By giving I will be given.” I am sure that people who donate
their time to groups such as the Shaw Festival Volunteers, the Rotary, Newark Neighbours, the Cherry Festival
and the Strawberry Festival, the NOTL Museum, the NOTL Bridge Club, and many other groups would agree
that there are intangible rewards for supporting and being part of an organization.
The NOTL Lawn Bowling Club needs volunteers willing to join the Executive. As we end this year and prepare
for 2022 we have to find a new President and Vice President. There will be other positions as well, including
newsletter editor. If you are interested talk to me or to other members of this year’s Executive:
President (pro tem) : Ray Guy

Secretary : Angela Lynch

Past President (pro tem) : Paul McHoull

Treasurer : Doug Williams

Membership : Judi Allen

Social Committee : Suzanne Vaillant, Judy Griffin, Lynne Gourlay

